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Some Other Place. The Right Place. is a novel by Donald Harington which was published in It is a story about growing
up and understanding how the world works.

Intermixed with finding truth are unforeseen romances and events leading Diana and Day to unimaginable
truths. Extended plot[ edit ] Overture Diana and Susan are driving when they hit a pot hole and must stop at a
dealership. While there, Diana reads an article about age regression and decides to meet the teacher hypnotist
that the article is about. After Susan leaves, Diana poses as a reporter and meets Mr. Sedgely who tells her
about Day Whittacker after she shows interest in the boy claiming to be Daniel Lyam Montross. Diana goes to
the Whittacker house and poses as a Life Magazine researcher. As Diana leaves, Day rushes out and asks for
the truth. In fact, Diana and Day go to Mr. As such, Day finally awakes disoriented and wanting to go back
home. Eventually, the two arrive at Cornwall and are searching for Dudleytown in heavy rain. Day asks Miss
Evans how to reach Dudleytown and she tells them of a road. The car gets stuck and Diana and Day must
continue on foot. They find some cellar holes and Day builds a fire after the rain stops. They travel in the
wrong direction and find shelter under a boulder. When Day awakens, they find the car and stay at the
McDonough Motor Lodge where they learn the legend of Dudleytown and eat. That night, the two decide to
stick together because neither has anything to believe in and they talk throughout the night. She buys camping
gear and finds Day hitchhiking when she returns because he thought that she left him. The two then set up
camp and find a waterfall while hiking. Diana quickly skinny-dips but feels someone watching. However, Day
is cooking dinner when she returns and they relax. He was unwanted and just another mouth to feed. With
Diana and Day, it is the next day and Diana goes shopping while Day digs. He gets put into a hypnotic state to
determine what he dug up. During this time, both Diana and Day doubt the existence of Daniel. Going back to
Daniel, his childhood was filled with a sickly mother and a severe father; at one point Daniel tried to avoid
punishment by jumping out of a tree. Luckily, the tree saved him from falling to his death. Diana makes a list
of what she wishes to accomplish with Day, they dance, and Day finally listens to the recordings of Daniel. In
the next section, the life of Diana and Day and Daniel combines. Diana and Day have sex while Daniel
attempts to sleep with Hattie. At the point where Daniel is about to, Diana puts Day to sleep and has sex with
Daniel. With Daniel, his parents actually found him and Hattie together and his mother demands that Daniel
be punished. At this time, people are leaving Dudleytown and Violate decides that she wants Daniel, cheating
on her boyfriend Renz. As Diana is out driving, she runs into an old man and asks him questions about the
people that used to live in Dudleytown. Diana tries and fails to correlate the information from the old man and
Daniel. Day tells Diana that no matter what happens, he loves her. Daniel narrates within the story of Diana
and Day, saying that he loves Diana, but cannot be with her; therefore, he is giving her Day. Day courts Diana
with singing and poem recitations and Diana dances. Daniel and Charity, his sister, perform sexual acts,
eventually leading to sex. Charity becomes pregnant and leaves with her mother. Daniel learns of the family
curse and his father is killed. He buries him alone and then his sick mother arrives. Marijuana gets passed
around after the swim. Daniel must take care of his mother, when he suddenly remembers Diana and when he
opens his eyes he thinks Zephaniah is Renz. Daniel describes when he tried to kill Renz. Jeeps arrive with men
that want to scare everyone away, but also have sex with the girls. One of the men, George, attempts to go
after one of the girls and Day attacks him. Eventually, everyone fought and ran away. Diana and Day hide out
under the boulder until everyone is gone. Daniel sends his mother back to Illinois and leaves Dudleytown and
heads to Vermont. Day wonders if he made Diana up when they finally reach Five Corners. However, he
becomes a school teacher and stays with bachelor Jake Claghorn. While Daniel is school teacher, he becomes
closer to Rachel and she tells him her story of going off with a man. Daniel meets Henry Fox and learns life
lessons. The question of an IT gets asked and Diana wonders if she has one, meaning a personal identity. Day
bakes Diana a cake and makes her a necklace for her birthday, but she pouts about not getting what she wants
so she hypnotizes Day and gets Daniel to giver her what she wants. Day and Daniel dance in the snow. Rachel
catches Daniel and her mother together. Daniel continues teaching and works as a farmhand for Jirah Allen
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during the summer. Rachel began acting crazy that summer. Diana tells Day about her life and then leaves to
clear up the cemetery. Day carries her to a farmhouse and wakes up at the hospital. When both are healed, they
return to Five Corners because Diana says there is unfinished business. Day tries to become intimate with
Diana, but gets stopped. Day suspects that Diana is in love with Daniel and he tells Diana of his childhood.
That night, Day takes Diana while she sleeps. Daniel kills Marshall Allen the next day and leaves Five
Corners. Day and Diana fight, resulting in Day attempting to hang himself from a tree. There and Here Poems
telling the story of Lost Cove. Diana and Day travel south and are oblivious about their love towards each
other. They must cross a ravine and find a deserted town with buildings still standing. When Daniel first
arrives at Lost Cove, he sees three girls washing, one of which ends up as his future lover. Daniel is neither
loved or hated in Lost Cove, but his carpentry skills allowed him peace to stay there. No one particularly liked
Daniel and he was often made fun of for his name and accent. Daniel got sick, but was healed by Aunt Billie
Ledyard. Daniel tries to befriend her husband, but gets turned away. Diana and Day are unused to being alone
without the woods. They have difficulty building a fire, when the ghost of Flossie arrives. Day runs away and
Diana gets told not to put her monthly rags in the fire, in which Diana informs the spirit that she is pregnant.
However, Flossie teaches them how to survive but meddles, so they beg Daniel to get rid of her. Daniel gets
her to leave, but return for Christmas. Diana refuses to listen to Day and buys Christmas decorations and gifts,
which depresses Day. Still, he searches for mistletoe for Diana. Daniel is still considered a stranger at Lost
Cove at Christmas, but he leaves wooden toys for all the children in the hope of being accepted. He forgot
about Amney and begs forgiveness. Diana and Day miss Flossie, but have furnished the house with furniture
from other abandoned homes. They work on their lives together. Diana still struggles with knowing who she
is. Flossie arrives and is unwelcomed until Diana and Day experience cabin fever. The third stick is simply
wood for the fires Dan watched when he made moonshine for bartering purposes. The fourth stick represents a
hitching post because Dan got a black hose named Henry. The seventh stick stands for a 3D image contraption
that Dan traded for. The eighth stick represents the law coming for Dan. Flossie, then ninth stick, hides him
and his horse. Dan stayed in Lost Cove until he was almost Flossie drops the sticks and tells them to pick one
to hear a story. Day picks up the sixth stick, the bow, and Flossie says Dan turns from the fiddlers on stage to a
girl listening, but watching Dan. He catches her gaze and is enthralled. He asks her to dance and they dance
into the night. This girl is 16 and Dan walks her home, he tries to kiss her, but she disappears.
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Chapter 2 : Lake District Hotel on Ullswater | Another Place
A college graduate and eagle Scout take turns as amateur archaeologists, nauralists, sleuths, and inevitably, lovers --as
they discover the solution of a mystery revelaing their own beginnings. To ask other readers questions about Some
Other Place. The Right Place., please sign up. Be the first to.

The 10 Best Phish Concerts of the 3. These 10 shows are the creme de la creme of 3. I have listened to it all
several times and a few of these are debateable but most are spot on. They are ranked in order. Without too
much debate, this is the best Phish has performed thus far during the 3. A complete mind-fuck of a show that
was littered with teases and free flowing improvisation. The setlist was perfect and included the rare and
sublime tracks of Vultures and McGrupp both of which are best 3. Slave to close out set II is also the best
version you will ever hear in the 3. This was put on Album and DVD for good reason. Not to be missed 2.
Sleeping Monkey, Axilla They played two nights down in Cincy and grizzled phisheads will tell you. While
the setlist may not overwhelm, the band was on fire. Trey commented before the encore that the band could
play there for a week, which is a testiment to how comfortable the band was at this venue. They play at a fairly
high level each time out but they can go through spurts where they play like demi-gods. Highlights abound
throughout and the band was on fire. The second set was spectacular from start to finish and one would be
hard-pressed to find flaw with this wonderful and under the radar show. Good Times Bad Times This was
easily the best show of the summer tour, others were close, but none surpassed this gem. An underwhelming
setlist is offset by otherworldly jamming. FB would set the tone for the night. First Tube Ok so I cheated a bit
on this one. One thing is for certain these were the two best shows on the summer tour. Alas, the magic was
not recaptured. Listen and be amazed 6. Augusta Civic Center, Augusta, Me. This was the precursor to Utica
and an absolute gem. Show was in a tiny gym and the energy was pulsing from the opening chords of
Chalkdust. Reba encore was very unusual and this version was amazing and among the best of the 3.
American Airlines Arena, Miami, Fl. Show of Life Just look at that setlist and then know that they played like
gods this night. Another Phish Sunday special. Just a ridiculous, ridiculous show The best show of period.

Chapter 3 : Some Other Place. The Right Place. (Stay More) eBook: Donald Harington: blog.quintoapp.com
out of 5 stars Some Other Place should not be on the bookshelf the book started out okay then went downhill from there.
I did not like this authors writing style at all especially towards the end of the book.
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item 6 some other place the right place by donald harington first ed book jk - some other place the right place by donald
harington first ed book jk

Chapter 5 : Some Other Place, The Right Place: The 10 Best Phish Concerts of the Eraso far
Some Other Place. the Right Place by Donald Harington It is June. Diana Stoving's new Porsche has just broken down
on the Garden State Parkway, and Diana, twenty-one, freshly graduated from Sarah Lawrence, sits in a dealer's
showroom, waiting for repairs.

Chapter 6 : blog.quintoapp.com:Customer reviews: Some Other Place: The Right Place
Be the first to discover new talent! Each week, our editors select the one author and one book they believe to be most
worthy of your attention and highlight them in our Pro Connect email alert.

Chapter 7 : Some Other Place. The Right Place. by Donald Harington (, Hardcover) | eBay
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This is a digitized version of an article from The Times's print archive, before the start of online publication in To
preserve these articles as they originally appeared, The Times does.

Chapter 8 : Place Synonyms, Place Antonyms | blog.quintoapp.com
EMBED (for blog.quintoapp.com hosted blogs and blog.quintoapp.com item tags).

Chapter 9 : Some Other Place. The Right Place. by Donald Harington
The other main character was dead and telling his story from the afterlife, a story of things that happened years ago
when things were mighty different, so who are we to judge. And if he wants to have a little fun NOW, well more power to
him.
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